Candy Fairies

All titles can be found in the juvenile science fiction collection under J SF PER.

0  #1...Chocolate Dreams
0  #2...Rainbow Swirl
0  #3...Caramel Moon
0  #4...Cool Mint
0  #5...Magic Hearts
0  #6...The Sugar Ball
0  #7...A Valentine’s Surprise
0  #8...Bubble Gum Rescue
0  #9...Double Dip
0  #10...Jelly Bean Jumble
0  #11...The Chocolate Rose
0  #12...Marshmallow Mystery
0  #13...Frozen Treats
0  #14...The Sugar Cup
0  #15...Sweet Secrets
0  #16...Taffy Trouble
0  #17...The Coconut Clue
0  #18...Rock Candy Treasure
0  #19...A Minty Mess
0  #20...Mini Sweets

Special Editions
0  A Royal Wedding
0  Gooey Goblins
0  The Peppermint Princess
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